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Few areas in the study of politics engage as many dimensions of political, economic, and social life as the multiple, overlapping, and sometimes conflicting relations between government and business.
Uneasy Partnership: The Politics of Business and Government in Canada
Uddhav Thackeray, the Maharashtra chief minister, severed his party, the Shiv Sena’s 32-year-old alliance with the BJP, to fly solo in his state’s treacherous politics, seek out disparate partners in ...
Uddhav Thackeray steering MVA ship amid challenges but must resist lure of non-BJP, non-Congress front
In Thicker Than Oil: America’s Uneasy Partnership with Saudi Arabia ... In this authoritative work, Bronson exposes the political calculations that drove this secretive relationship.
Thicker Than Oil: America’s Uneasy Partnership with Saudi Arabia
Thackeray today is counted among the strong regional leaders, his intrinsic value being enhanced by governing a state like Maharashtra.
The Art of Staying on Top: Uddhav Can Learn What Not to Do from Nitish
This World Youth Skills Day, how are National Lottery-funded charities giving disadvantaged young people affected by the pandemic a much needed ...
World Youth Skills Day: Paying tribute to the resilience and creativity of youth through the pandemic
How an uneasy alliance with Jeff Lynne and the faultless guitar playing of Mike Campbell helped Tom Petty and his Heartbreakers craft a truly great comeback album.
The Genius Of… Into the Great Wide Open by Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers
Prepare for these reactions and more when reading The Devil You Know: Stories of Human Cruelty and Compassion, a journey through the case files and fascinating life of Dr. Gwen Adshead, a forensic ...
The Goleta Connection to ‘The Devil You Know’
Douglas Emhoff has a fancy title by virtue of being married to the first female vice president, Kamala Harris.
Douglas Emhoff embraces role as the first second gentleman during New Orleans visit
Some may herald the success of this uneasy partnership, borne out of necessity ... and for progress – either disillusioned with our political system or desperate to see things work better. Maybe some ...
Will the potential deconstruction of the DUP see the beginning of the end of these monolithic political partnerships in Northern Ireland?
NEW YORK -- America generally has had an uneasy relationship with the Non ... which nursed dreams of converting these sympathies into strong political clout in the huge global real estate ...
In Building U.S.-India Partnership, Ghosts of Alliances Past
Jeff Flake, who served a single term in the Senate, crossed party lines to back Joe Biden for president over Donald Trump.
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Biden names Arizona Republican Jeff Flake as his ambassador pick for Turkey
Support for a contentious gender-neutral bill has cost Tomas Tomilinas, a propitious and bright MP of the opposition Farmers and Greens Union (LFGU, LVŽS in Lithuanian), dearly. The party‘s council ...
Going against the grain: a bright Lithuanian MP paid a heavy price for support of partnership bill
It's a surprising outcome that could transform the uneasy alliance into a global partnership. It is noteworthy that the two leaders mentioned peace and stability in the Taiwan Strait, for the ...
Summit opens new chapter in alliance
As China cracks down on data-heavy businesses from finance to ride-hailing, Zomato Ltd., backed by Jack Ma’s Ant Group Co., is beefing up its IPO in the Indian market to Rs 93.75 billion ($1.3 billion ...
Zomato is serving its pricey IPO at the time of a cold tech war in India
an uneasy partnership with a college-educated detective, Jim Baxter (Rami Malek) and a weird, taunting suspect, Albert Sparma (Jared Leto). All the crime shows we have watched invariably have a ...
‘The Little Things’ movie review: Polished genre film, let down by thin central mystery
Kate Cross, whose five-wicket haul had contained India to what looked like a below-par total of 221 from exactly 50 overs, said their partnership was a joy to watch. "I was a bit nervous when we ...
Sophia Dunkley does it again with assured maiden ODI innings
When he passed with a perfect score, he got into a three-credit boot camp at Mesa Community College run in partnership with ... that create the “central nervous system” of Boeing’s airplanes ...
Business partnerships with community colleges help funnel workers into jobs
July 08, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Trevena, Inc. (Nasdaq: TRVN), a biopharmaceutical company focused on the development and commercialization of novel medicines for patients with central nervous ...
Trevena Announces First Patient Enrolled in OLINVYK(R) Phase 3 Trial in China in Partnership with Jiangsu Nhwa Pharmaceutical
Hampton says he's excited to work with the Society Garden in a partnership that will bring ... says the past year hasn't been easy, so he was nervous to start serving dinner.
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